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Software -- Operating Systems.
Network Tutorial delivers insight and understanding
about network technology to managers and executives
trying to get up to speed or stay current with the complex
challenges of designing, constructing, maintaining,
upgrading, and managing the netwo
Web guru Philip Greenspun offers a comprehensive look
at Web publishing with techniques and examples
gleaned from his experiences in developing over 70 Web
services. He has added fresh ideas and insights to this
thoroughly revised guide, including new chapters on
electronic commerce and static site development, more
material on building systems to foster community and
collaboration, and new examples and case studies.
Cover Title
Aimed toward the working programmer, this guide
provides readers with everything they need to know to
become experts at using the Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) to post on the Web. Liberally
illustrated and detailed examples provide complete
background and hands-on information to let
programmers of any level design, install, and operate
customized Web-specific CGI programs. CD contains
ready-to-run programs and code fragments.
Managing and troubleshooting Web servers is an integral
part of every IT professional's job. Apache is an open
source Web server that has captured 63% of the more
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than 18 million Web servers currently in place. This
guide provides the in-depth information, skills, and
techniques needed to effectively maintain an Apache
Web server. With Linux growing rapidly in popularity as
an enterprise solution, companies now more than ever
are looking for IT professionals who are Linux certified.
Designed and developed by the industry-leading
members of Sair, Inc. and its advisory board, the Sair
Linux and GNU Certification program provides IT
professionals with a clear path for improving their Linux
skills and knowledge base, while giving employers the
means for ensuring the competency level of their staff.
The LCE books in this series of study guides help
readers master the areas of expertise necessary to pass
the certification exam for becoming a Linux Certified
Engineer (LCE). Readers will also get prep help through
lab exercises and sample questions from the LCE exam.
* Avoids proof-of-concept examples in favor of teaching
readers how to produce well-coded secure CGI
applications that will stand up to the demands of being
placed into the potentially hostile environment of the
Internet. * Takes a holistic approach to web application
development and includes instruction on how to use
ancillary programs such as Mason and Nagios that the
reader will need to be familiar with in order to progress. *
The book’s comprehensive scope tackles all the areas
of Perl web application development the reader is likely
to need in creating their first web applications.
Thousands of professionals have discovered that Tcl is
the quickest, easiest way to accomplish a wide variety of
programming tasks. This book is designed to help them
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extend the power of Tcl to the Web, using CGI--the
Internet standard for interfacing with external
applications and data. Includes a 50-page Tcl quick-start
reference.
This concise presentation of the key elements of Perl
CGI is perfect for programmers who are under the gun.
The book includes the basics of where to write scripts;
how to upload them and set file permissions; how to run
them, and how to decode form data and save it to a file.

Covers advanced features of Perl, how the Perl
interpreter works, and presents areas of modern
computing technology such as networking, user
interfaces, persistence, and code generation.
Programming on the Web today can involve any of
several technologies, but the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) has held its ground as the most
mature method--and one of the most powerful
ones--of providing dynamic web content. CGI is a
generic interface for calling external programs to
crunch numbers, query databases, generate
customized graphics, or perform any other serverside task. There was a time when CGI was the only
game in town for server-side programming; today,
although we have ASP, PHP, Java servlets, and
ColdFusion (among others), CGI continues to be the
most ubiquitous server-side technology on the
Web.CGI programs can be written in any
programming language, but Perl is by far the most
popular language for CGI. Initially developed over a
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decade ago for text processing, Perl has evolved
into a powerful object-oriented language, while
retaining its simplicity of use. CGI programmers
appreciate Perl's text manipulation features and its
CGI.pm module, which gives a well-integrated objectoriented interface to practically all CGI-related tasks.
While other languages might be more elegant or
more efficient, Perl is still considered the primary
language for CGI.CGI Programming with Perl,
Second Edition, offers a comprehensive explanation
of using CGI to serve dynamic web content. Based
on the best-selling CGI Programming on the World
Wide Web, this edition has been completely
rewritten to demonstrate current techniques
available with the CGI.pm module and the latest
versions of Perl. The book starts at the beginning, by
explaining how CGI works, and then moves swiftly
into the subtle details of developing CGI
programs.Topics include: Incorporating JavaScript
for form validation Controlling browser caching
Making CGI scripts secure in Perl Working with
databases Creating simple search engines
Maintaining state between multiple sessions
Generating graphics dynamically Improving
performance of your CGI scripts
Finally, Learning the bash Shell, Second Edition,
shows you how to acquire, install, configure, and
customize bash, and gives advice to system
administrators managing bash for their user
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Scripting with Python makes you productive and
increases the reliability of your scientific work. Here,
the author teaches you how to develop tailored,
flexible, and efficient working environments built from
small programs (scripts) written in Python. The focus
is on examples and applications of relevance to
computational science: gluing existing applications
and tools, e.g. for automating simulation, data
analysis, and visualization; steering simulations and
computational experiments; equipping programs with
graphical user interfaces; making computational
Web services; creating interactive interfaces with a
Maple/Matlab-like syntax to numerical applications in
C/C++ or Fortran; and building flexible objectoriented programming interfaces to existing C/C++
or Fortran libraries.
This exciting new text reveals both the evolution of
this programming paradigm since its inception and
the impressively broad scope of current research in
the field. The contributors to this book are all leading
world experts in Logic Programming, and they deal
with both theoretical and practical issues. They
address such diverse topics as: computational
molecular biology, machine learning, mobile
computing, multi-agent systems, planning, numerical
computing and dynamical systems, database
systems, an alternative to the "formulas as types"
approach, program semantics and analysis, and
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natural language processing. XXXXXXX Neuer Text
Logic Programming was founded 25 years ago. This
exciting book reveals both the evolution of this
programming paradigm and its impressively broad
scope of current research. The contributions by
leading computer scientists deal with both theoretical
and practical issues. They address diverse topics
such as: computational molecular biology, machine
learning, mobile computing, multi-agent systems,
numerical computing and dynamical systems,
database systems, program semantics, natural
language processing, and promising future
directions.
Securities Practice and Electronic Technology
provides complete, practical, hands-on guidance to
the legal and regulatory developments spurred by
the online revolution. You'll get coverage of the
impact on all major securities laws and regulations,
plus step-by-step advice on electronic delivery of
information to investors, establishing corporate and
broker-dealer Web sites, the use of electronic
advertising and sales literature, and many other
issues. Securities Practice and Electronic
Technology provides unique advice and perspective
on how to use the Internet, extranets and other new
media when dealing with clients. Other topics
include: corporate disclosure and capital formation;
electronic offering circulars; electronic roadshows;
exempt offerings; shareholder communications;
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creating, developing and maintaining a corporate
Web site; informed consent; overseas investing;
security and encryption; alternative trading systems;
intellectual property issues; electronic storage
requirements under E-Sign; and uniform electronic
communications policy.
"This book comprehensively reviews the state of
handheld computing technology and application
development"--Provided by publisher.
Introduces XML-RPC, a system for remote
procedure calls built on XML that facilitates
distributed Web-based applications written in Java,
Perl, Python, Asp, or PHP.
CGI Programming with PerlCreating Dynamic Web
Pages"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
This text provides an explanation of CGI and related
techniques for people who want to provide their own
information servers on the Web. It explains the value
of CGI and how it works, and looks at the subtle
details of programming. The accompanying CDROM
This companion book to "Director in a Nutshell"
covers all aspects of Lingo, Director's scripting
language. Detailed chapters describe messages,
events, scripts, handlers, variables, lists, file I/O,
Behaviours, child objects, Xtras, and more.
This book provides experienced Access users who
are novice programmers with frequently overlooked
concepts and techniques necessary to create
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effective database applications. It focuses on
designing effective tables in a multi-table application;
using the Access interface or Access SQL to
construct queries; and programming using the Data
Access Object (DAO) and Microsoft Access object
models.
Covering the basic concepts and principles of
Information Technology (IT), this book gives energy
managers the knowledge they need to supervise the
IT work of a consultant or a vendor. The book
provides the necessary information for the energy
manager to successfully purchase, install, and
operate complex, Web-based energy information
and control systems. Filled with comprehensive
information, this book addresses the most significant
concepts and principles that the typical energy or
facility manager might need with emphasis on
computer networking, use of facility operation
databases, and sharing data using the Web and the
TCP/IP communications protocol.
In the Spring of 1996, hundreds of international
leaders in business, law, government, and education
gathered at Harvard University to discuss the
growing and future impact of the Internet: one of the
most potent technological innovations of this century.
This volume, which includes the writings, discussion
transcripts, and computer demonstrations from this
ground-breaking forum, provides an expert
assessment of the impact of this rapidly changing
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technology on business, government, media, and
education for the next decade and into the new
millennium. CEOs and leaders of Microsoft, Apple
Computer, Sun Microsystems, and Digital Equipment
Corporation join dozens of business leaders in
providing both first-hand accounts of current
revolutionary changes in the computer industry, as
well as their attending influence on the future of the
organization, its workers, its customer relations, and
the creation and ownership of products themselves.
While these pieces serve as an excellent source for
understanding today's hottest Internet technologies,
they also explore the important issues regarding
precisely what is at stake for a society with greater
and growing ties to cyberspace. Topics in this timely
collection include privacy and security, property
rights, censorship, telecommunications regulation,
and the global impact of emerging Internet
technologies.
Covers the Java Servlet API, HTTP, non-HTTP
socket communications, and Remote Method
Invocation, demonstrating how to generate static
pages and then generate customized documents in
response to requests from the client side.
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is one of the
most powerful methods of providing dynamic content
on the Web. CGI is a generic interface for calling
external programs to crunch numbers, query
databases, generate customized graphics, or
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perform any other server-side task. Based on the
best-selling CGI Programming on the World Wide
Web, this edition has been completely rewritten to
demonstrate current techniques available with the
CGI.pm module and the latest versions of Perl.
Topics include incorporating JavaScript for form
validation, controlling browser caching, making CGI
scripts secure in Perl, working with databases,
creating simple search engines, maintaining state
between multiple sessions, generating graphics
dynamically, and improving performance of CGI
scripts.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the
premier provider of information, intelligence and insight
for network and IT executives responsible for the digital
nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are
responsible for designing, implementing and managing
the voice, data and video systems their companies use
to support everything from business critical applications
to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
Experienced HTML authors, Webmaster, and Intranet
programmers will find this book one of the fastest ways
to learn CGI programming. Topics include catalog,
search engine, order forms, database referencing, and
user feedback scripts. Real world examples emphasize
creating forms and user-driven, interactive Web sites.
Programming on the Web today can involve any of
several technologies, but the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) has held its ground as the most mature
method--and one of the most powerful ones--of providing
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dynamic web content. CGI is a generic interface for
calling external programs to crunch numbers, query
databases, generate customized graphics, or perform
any other server-side task. There was a time when CGI
was the only game in town for server-side programming;
today, although we have ASP, PHP, Java servlets, and
ColdFusion (among others), CGI continues to be the
most ubiquitous server-side technology on the Web. CGI
programs can be written in any programming language,
but Perl is by far the most popular language for CGI.
Initially developed over a decade ago for text processing,
Perl has evolved into a powerful object-oriented
language, while retaining its simplicity of use. CGI
programmers appreciate Perl's text manipulation
features and its CGI.pm module, which gives a wellintegrated object-oriented interface to practically all CGIrelated tasks. While other languages might be more
elegant or more efficient, Perl is still considered the
primary language for CGI. CGI Programming with Perl,
Second Edition, offers a comprehensive explanation of
using CGI to serve dynamic web content. Based on the
best-selling CGI Programming on the World Wide Web,
this edition has been completely rewritten to demonstrate
current techniques available with the CGI.pm module
and the latest versions of Perl. The book starts at the
beginning, by explaining how CGI works, and then
moves swiftly into the subtle details of developing CGI
programs. Topics include: Incorporating JavaScript for
form validation Controlling browser caching Making CGI
scripts secure in Perl Working with databases Creating
simple search engines Maintaining state between
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multiple sessions Generating graphics dynamically
Improving performance of your CGI scripts
This complete guide to the Perl programming language
ranges widely through the Perl programmer's universe,
gathering together in a convenient form a wealth of
information about Perl itself and its application to CGI
scripts, XML processing, network programming,
database interaction, and graphical user interfaces. The
book is an ideal reference for experienced Perl
programmers and beginners alike.With more than a
million dedicated programmers, Perl is proving to be the
best language for the latest trends in computing and
business, including network programming and the ability
to create and manage web sites. It's a language that
every Unix system administrator and serious web
developer needs to know. In the past few years, Perl has
found its way into complex web applications of
multinational banks, the U.S. Federal Reserve, and
hundreds of large corporations.In this second edition,
Perl in a Nutshell has been expanded to include
coverage of Perl 5.8, with information on Unicode
processing in Perl, new functions and modules that have
been added to the core language, and up-to-date details
on running Perl on the Win32 platform. The book also
covers Perl modules for recent technologies such as
XML and SOAP.Here are just some of the topics
contained in this book: Basic Perl reference Quick
reference to built-in functions and standard modules
CGI.pm and mod_perl XML::* modules DBI, the
database-independent API for Perl Sockets
programming LWP, the library for Web programming in
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Perl Network programming with the Net modules Perl/Tk,
the Tk extension to Perl for graphical interfaces Modules
for interfacing with Win32 systems As part of the
successful "in a Nutshell" book series from O'Reilly &
Associates, Perl in a Nutshell is for readers who want a
single reference for all their needs."In a nutshell, Perl is
designed to make the easy jobs easy, without making
the hard jobs impossible."-- Larry Wall, creator of Perl
Explains how to use the programming language to write
online applications with each chapter describing one
specific Web-based application--diagramming the code
and suggesting potential modifications.
This is a desktop reference to SCO UNIX and Open
Desktop. It contains commands and options, plus
descriptions and examples that put the commands in
context.
Presents the key elements of Perl CGI, covering Perl
variables, CGI environment variables, form processing,
data file I/O, searching/sorting, SSIs, random number
generation, HTTP cookies, and database programming.
Turn static Web pages into dynamic documents with CGi
(Common Gateway interface) programming. You'll learn
how to write programs in C and Perl to handle forms and
generate images, movies, sound, and more on the fly.
The CD-ROM offers an array of useful CGi programs in
C and Perl, ready to plug in.
Provides information on creating a variety of Perl utilities.
A majority of the people who start using Perl for the first time
have a background in the C or C++ programming language.
This book is written for those people. "Perl for C
Programmers" teaches what's similar and different between
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Perl and C/C++ and how to then utilize Perl to the fullest.
The completely revised edition of "Understanding Japanese
Information Processing" supplements each chapter with
details about how Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese scripts
are processed on computer systems. New information, such
as how these scripts impact contemporary Internet resources
(such as the WWW and Adobe Acrobat) is provided.
Covering all the essential components of Unix/Linux,
including process management, concurrent programming,
timer and time service, file systems and network
programming, this textbook emphasizes programming
practice in the Unix/Linux environment. Systems
Programming in Unix/Linux is intended as a textbook for
systems programming courses in technically-oriented
Computer Science/Engineering curricula that emphasize both
theory and programming practice. The book contains many
detailed working example programs with complete source
code. It is also suitable for self-study by advanced
programmers and computer enthusiasts. Systems
programming is an indispensable part of Computer
Science/Engineering education. After taking an introductory
programming course, this book is meant to further knowledge
by detailing how dynamic data structures are used in practice,
using programming exercises and programming projects on
such topics as C structures, pointers, link lists and trees. This
book provides a wide range of knowledge about computer
systemsoftware and advanced programming skills, allowing
readers to interface with operatingsystem kernel, make
efficient use of system resources and develop application
software.It also prepares readers with the needed
background to pursue advanced studies inComputer
Science/Engineering, such as operating systems, embedded
systems, databasesystems, data mining, artificial intelligence,
computer networks, network security,distributed and parallel
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computing.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering
Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions
help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
Explains how to implement and maintain JavaBeans,
covering event listeners and adapters, object validation,
property editors and customizers, and using JavaBeans in
Visual Basic programs
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